
Meeting Minutes from Rancho Booster Club
11/1/2013

The meeting begun at 7:13 PM. Those in attendance were: John, Tom, Dorothy, 
Coach Pyle, Kimberley and Tom. Guest was Tristan Jacobo.

Received notice from franchise state tax board that we need to file the SI-100 form. 
Tom (and Dorothy?) will contact Candy to figure out what needs to be done.  
Dorothy received the binder from Candy, which we need to go through and make 
sure that everything is in order.

Coach Pyle is still working on the T-shirt design contest. Monday he will be starting 
with that along with early track sign ups. 

The food truck idea was tabled again. 

Dorothy and Tristan are still looking into the bleacher renovation project. Tristan will 
be speaking with Coach Pyle to get his ideas on what he wants and then make sure 
he gets the appropriate clearance before going forward.

Mel still needs to find out from Jeff if he wants to do the track program design. Tom 
will email Mel to find out.

Tom and Coach Pyle are going to be working on receiving a quote for redoing the 
long / triple / high jump ,will look into what the options are.

Still need to find a soloist to sing the national anthem. Tom wants to put the 
decision on Mr. Nunez to choose someone. Coach Pyle will speak with Mr. Nunez. 

Tom has been in contact with the car wash place several times and is having a hard 
time getting information about the proceeds of the car wash. He is hoping to get 
information (and hopefully a check) in a week or so. Estimated proceeds from the 
carwash are $300+

The alumni association will have a booth at the 5K.

Tom made a draft budget and gave it to Dorothy to review.

The group took a vote on whether to choose the competitive or noncompetitive 
insurance for the race. Coach Pyle voted for the non-competitive insurance, 
seconded by Dorothy. The motion was passed. 

Future booster club meetings will be in Coach Pyle’s room, 308, not the cafeteria.

It was discussed that future meeting nights may change from friday to another day 
of the week to better accommodate schedules.

New Business –



The group is scrapping the idea of the Fund Factory fundraiser.  Rancho would not 
allow us to place a collection kiosk anywhere on campus to it just wasn’t feasible to 
move forward with this fundraiser.

This year we are considering using a race registration system for registration 
instead of google forms. The approximate cost is $3.25 per transaction which will be
charged to the registrant. This fee covers their processing fee plus credit card 
processing fees. PayPal was charging us a fee that we had to absorb for the first 
race, so this makes a lot of sense in addition to the racing system helping to 
advertise the 5K for us. The three options are: Active.com, Race Wire and Race 
Grader. Tom needs to find out what the time delay will be in getting the money after
the race as opposed to PayPal.

Tom got some cool ideas for how to structure the race fees and maximize 
registration opportunities. One of the suggestions to is to start registrations earlier 
than normal and offer a discount. The suggestion is 4 months before the race, so it 
would in in late December.

The City of Stanton reconsidered our request to allow the race to cover territory in 
the city instead of all the twists and turns we had for the first race by keeping it 
mostly on the campus. Runners will need to stay on the sidewalks and we will need 
to have volunteers assisting with keeping runners out of the road.

Tom wants to get a poster-sized lamented map of the race course. We will also have 
this on the booster website and links to it on the registration website.

Liz is unable to continue her role as secretary, and a new secretary will need to be 
identified at some point. It was decided that Tom, Dorothy and Josh would go to the 
credit union on an upcoming Saturday in order to make Josh the third signer .

Tom estimates it will cost about $2,100 for the next 5K and we anticipate making a 
profit.

Apparently Rancho has quite the key club (who knew?) So we will coordinate with 
them to serve as volunteers for the day instead of using key club members from 
other high schools.

Discussion was made about whether or not to use the same medals as last year. 
Josh and Tristan suggested getting a different design on the medal, but Tom was not
sure what the other design options were available from the company.

Tom still needs to talk with Smith  about getting a plate with the year for the last 5K 
for Cardinal’s plaque because they like to display them.

We need new banners because the old ones ripped from the Santa Ana winds, but 
will likely just wait until next years banners.

We all need to check the booster website and see what additions we can make to 
jazz it up a bit. We also need to find some more pictures to put up on it and 
whatever registration site we wind up going with.



Tom really wants to get some more parents involved in the booster club. 

Coach Pyle said he would start to check with parents as he meets them for track 
sign ups.

The next meeting will be Friday December 6th at 7 PM in Coach Pyle’s room 308.

Meeting was adjourned at 8:12 PM


